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the admiralty charts have been in use since 1748 and are still the most popular seaman’s charts in the
world. the detailed information is combined with a modern, clear and readable presentation which makes

them second to none for the serious navigator. the admiralty charts come in many formats including
paperback and tablet versions. admiralty charts are issued in a variety of ways. since 2001,admiralty charts
have been available in the “new” style with character borders. all charts are issued in a 3:2 format giving the
sheet size of about 30 × 21 cm. charts may be purchased directly from the ukho website or through a wide

variety of maritime suppliers and shops. we also produce some specialist admiralty charts for specialist
markets. examples are the “b” or harbor entry chart, the land navigation chart for inland navigation, oil rigs,
yacht clubs, shipyard and harbour pilots and the ais “a” shipping controllers chart. we also provide admiralty
charts in electronic form. prior to the advent of the pc, admiralty charts were the only chart in common use.

our admiralty navx product allows users to keep up-to-date with their admiralty charts wherever they are
using any web-enabled device including smart phones and tablet devices. this was the message of co-author
and the royal navy commodore, chris christian, at the launch of the 12th edition of the admiralty manual of
seamanship , published by the nautical institute, at sailing training international, held at the d&d festival, in
london. in an emotional tribute to those that have given their lives for their country, chris said it is not only a

book but a legacy, he continued.
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the nautical institute has been involved in
the provision of training for seamanship for
many years. through the nautical institute

and its various training and education
committees, the institute has provided

training for hundreds of thousands of people
in the uk, from commercial and pleasure
craft and fishing craft, to commercial and

royal navy ships. the institute has also
developed courses for licensing for the uk
merchant navy, and for the royal marines.
many of these courses have been used by
the royal national lifeboat institution. the

nautical institute is also proud to have
participated in the development of the

maritime meteorology course for the royal
navy. courses for seamanship have been
provided by the institute for hm armed
forces, in association with the maritime

meteorology course for the royal navy, and
have been used for training in the uk and
abroad. the courses are accredited by the
royal institution of naval architects. a new
course, which is now a requirement for all

new recruits to the royal navy is designed to
provide them with an understanding of good

seamanship, seamanship safety and ship
inspection. the course and the associated

syllabus are developed in close collaboration
with the royal navy. the course includes a
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practical assessment section and is
delivered at the royal naval school of
seamanship in gosport. the admiralty

manual of seamanship is now available in a
new electronic format. the admiraltye-

nautical publication (aenp) is a navigational
data package that brings the same

information to the bridge as the admiralty
manual but in an easier to use electronic

format. the aenp also has search
functionality to help find critical information.
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